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The credit crunch tsunami has touched all
sectors within the financial services industry,
with each being affected in one way or the
other. Even Ireland has felt the impact, albeit
to a much lesser extent than the US or the
UK. While there is no doubt that the IFSC
(International Financial Services Centre) and
the Irish funds industry have performed
spectacularly in the past decade, many are
realising that a new age that has emerged
within the financial services industry since
the credit crunch last year.

However Ireland’s funds industry, which
has been the envy of many competing
jurisdictions, has not been impacted as

much. Gary Palmer, CEO of the Irish Funds
Industry Association, says, “Since the credit
crunch and the liquidity issues of last year,
no sector within the financial services
industry has been immune from its effects.
The funds industry, however, has been
impacted less, for one reason – and that is
– unlike investment banks, the affected
assets are not held on the industry
companies’ balance sheet.”

Senior fund administration executives
agree that there will be a need for Ireland’s
financial services sectors, including the
funds industry, to keep their eyes on the
evolution into the future and look more
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In today’s ever competitive and fast paced
environment, service providers need to face
up to the challenge of rising operational
standards that have been triggered by the
inflow of institutional investors into the
industry. To survive in the alternative
investment fund servicing environment,
service providers must keep pace with the
changing needs of clients and their clients’
investors. Providing a quality service in a
timely and accurate manner and monitoring
key performance indicators can help to
ensure the delivery of operational excellence.
Indeed, service providers need to be aware of
market trends and must anticipate the impact
of such trends on their businesses. Ultimately,
it is the investors that dictate these trends. 

Choosing the right service provider
enables the client to focus on its front office
investment management activities rather than
focussing on operational and back office
administrative issues. The service provider
must play the essential role of providing
support to the fund managers to be able to
claim a value-added role. Investment
managers will typically prefer to outsource as
much of the operational burden as possible,
so as to benefit from economies of scale that
can only be achieved through large operating
infrastructures. Global fund service providers
such as Fortis are able to invest in state-of-
the-art systems and architectures that can
lead to greater automation of processes.
Global service providers are also able to take
advantage of multi-region offices to provide
complete 24 hour coverage. The right
systems are essential to gain efficiencies,
which ultimately result in lower costs.

Fortis views client relationships as
partnerships and can therefore add value by
offering its clients access to a greater depth
of professional talent and a broad range of
services. The firm has focused on creating a

highly efficient model which is supported by
experienced and dedicated staff, best in
class systems, client support, relationship
management and a host of other support
units to deliver timely, accurate and quality
reporting to clients. Clients requiring more
frequent reporting are compelling service
providers to process information on a daily
basis. The systems used should have the
flexibility to deliver added value reporting as
well as the ability to service clients from
multiple locations, if required.

For global service providers, systems are
paramount to implementing a truly global
platform where all client servicing processes
and procedures are uniform across the
globe. Creating global uniformity provides the
global service provider with a stronger
foundation in which to service clients in the
long run. Those who will survive as
alternative providers are those who can
provide operational excellence, can
anticipate and deliver on clients’ needs and
finally those who can develop and adapt to
market changes as the business grows.

In addition to meeting the client needs
from an operational perspective, service
providers will typically appoint relationship
managers to understand and anticipate future
demands. The relationship manager should
know the client in terms of its funds and
products, strategy, organisation, including key
personnel and structure. Knowing the client is
fundamental to assisting in the growth of the
client firm, which in turn should lead to
growth in the service provider’s business.
Managing the client in an open and
trustworthy manner is key to a successful
relationship. The client should also
understand the service provider’s
organisation so that both parties can mutually
benefit from each other’s business needs,
knowledge and capabilities. ■
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objectively on what may develop out of the
current circumstances. They say that
additional efforts by government, regulators
and industry can help Ireland’s funds
industry grow even further amidst financial
uncertainty and increased competition.

The Irish Financial Services Regulatory
Authority (the Financial Regulator), renowned
for its pragmatic approach, has been
preparing for this new shift in the industry.
The Financial Regulator has already
achieved a stellar reputation globally. In most
cases this has been achieved by maintaining
its principles-based system of regulation
which has been shown to be both robust
and responsive over the last few months. 

In a recent event, CEO Patrick Neary
emphasised the importance of an
international collaboration to form a strategy
partly by the lessons learnt from the past
few months. He said, “Domestic legislation
cannot, in itself, provide responses to the
market issues that have arisen; these are
best considered at an international level and
there are currently a number of studies
underway… lessons will then need to be
addressed on an international level by the
market participants, central banks and
regulators.”

The funds industry is also insulated by
additional regulation that it has. For example,
the fund companies as well as the products
are regulated, whereas in other industries,
the companies are regulated but their
products are not.

In an overall context, the Financial
Regulator is well-regarded by the industry.
Don McClean, head of fund services, Ireland
at UBS Global Asset Management, says,
“Ireland, from a regulatory point of view, is in
good shape. Our regulator encourages
successful business activity in a strictly
regulated environment – it’s an attractive
environment for both investors and service
providers.”

Ronan Nolan, a partner at Deloitte Ireland,
adds that the regulator clearly recognises the
imperative to combine a reputation for first
class regulation with competitiveness and
responsiveness to innovation.

The regulator continues to be supportive
of the funds industry and its development in
Ireland, whilst also maintaining the integrity
of Ireland as a service location. Andrew

Dillon, Managing Director at Baronsmead
Insurance Brokers Ireland, says, “It is an
invaluable partnership and creates an
environment that is flexible in meeting the
needs of fund promoters, whilst also
protecting the interests of investors.”

All this is positive news for a burgeoning
funds administration industry. According to
statistics published by the Irish Funds
Industry Association, the number of Irish
registered collective investment schemes
grew from 361,760 in December 2003 to
805,989 by December 2007. The number of
non-Irish registered funds administered in
Ireland grew from 1,654 in June 2003 to 2,752
in December 2007. Over the same period,
alternative investment funds administered in
Ireland grew (in terms of assets under
administration) from USD 199 billion in March
2003 to over USD 1 trillion by December 2007.

Ireland’s fund administration success has
been based on innovation, good legal and
regulatory framework, excellent business
environment and the ability to provide
experienced staff that can facilitate the
processing of sophisticated products. And
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Two key visible and ongoing trends in the
servicing and administration of funds is the
convergence of traditional and alternative
investment managers on each other’s space,
and the need for increased automation and
processing. 

One result of the convergence is the
bridging of the gap that was earlier quite
evident across the fund spectrum. From the
traditional manager’s point of view, we are
seeing many investing into alternative
products, using shorting techniques and
systematic derivatives. From the hedge funds
perspective, we are seeing the need from
clients for more frequent dealing and
reporting, taking on some of the
characteristics of traditional funds.

For a service provider, to keep up with
clients’ requirements and respond to these
ongoing trends, there is a need for increased
automation in order to provide information
and pricing in a daily rather than a weekly or
monthly environment. 

Trade input, valuation and reconciliation
needs to be optimised into a time zone that
works to the service providers’ advantage in
order to meet clients’ needs. We are already
seeing the direction in which the industry is
moving in order to create capacity and
scalability. This demands technology and
investment in state of the art systems and
robust infrastructure, centralising systems
and procedures to enable round-the-clock
processing. 

For single manager funds the triangular
reconciliation process between the
administrator’s systems, populated by
manager trade instructions and
independently valued, and prime brokers’
records, must become a straight through
process. Currently administrators automate
this process on a client-by-client or prime
broker-by-prime broker basis. Although this

provides an automated solution with client
tailoring capabilities, in order to determine
required capacity and scalability, a standard
industry-wide messaging system providing
straight through processing similar to the
traditional fund administration business is
required. The first step in achieving this is for
the industry to establish standard unique
identifiers (security masters) for all
investment instruments.

One current initiative to address the
challenge of a largely paper-based fund of
hedge funds (FoHF) system is collaboration
between service providers in various hedge
fund jurisdictions who are working towards
an automated solution for FoHFs using the
SWIFT messaging system. Once in place the
SWIFT initiative will allow the straight through
processing of fund of fund trading from
investment manager to custodian to transfer
agent. The SWIFT messaging platform will
also facilitate a more automated approach to
pricing, valuation and settlement of fund of
fund trades.

Within the funds world, processes and
trade information need to be transferred
automatically with flexible and timely
solutions being the order of the day. At UBS,
we are working towards a completely
automated future.

Putting it simply, automation reduces
hours, helps provide accurate and timely
information and increases scalability. In fact
it is necessary to sustain business growth
in the future. Generally, we follow a
continuous circle of automation. New
challenges tend to be manual but then they
become automated. Fund automation is on
the advance. To remain competitive, the
fund industry must embrace it and strive for
the scalability, capacity, risk reduction and
cost-saving benefits derived from
automation. ■

U B S
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two of the main factors that fuel this industry
are first mover advantage, and quicker
regulation and approval of products. For the
latter, Ireland took the initiative in 2007 where
it introduced a new notification-only process
for the approval of Qualifying Investor Funds
(QIFs) under which applications for
authorisation lodged with the regulator
before 3 p.m. in the afternoon would be
processed for 9 a.m. the next morning. This
procedure was designed to remove what
was seen as an important obstacle to the
use of Irish alternative funds. More
importantly, it highlighted Ireland’s flexibility
and pragmatism in the funds area.

First mover advantage has always been
vital but, with the changing times, it has
proved to be even more crucial. Keeping up
with the pace in the funds industry, in
developing new products and services, in
intensifying research and education, and in
adapting to new economic and legal realities
are challenges that all fund jurisdictions will
face. As Gary Palmer says: “If you are a fast
follower, all you do at best is come second.”

One of the biggest trends in the funds
industry is consolidation. A lot of
consolidation has been taking place – with
bigger entities buying out small and boutique
funds, or with two entities merging to form a
bigger group. Palmer notes “While
consolidation in the funds industry has been
anticipated for some years, the last 18
months has witnessed quite considerable
consolidation activity. While, in the past,
much of the consolidation was to gain
expertise in specific areas, recently the
consolidation activity has also been to
increase scale.”

By consolidating and becoming larger,
these new groups can diversify risks and
have a solid and bankable support system.
And many funds are also seeking to
consolidate part of their services and assets
to larger institutions. Dillon explains, “Some
hedge funds have looked to transfer assets
to the big global custodians in the wake of
the recent market turmoil and the write
downs by investment banks/prime brokers.
The global custodians would be seen as a
safe haven and it also reduces the
counterparty exposure that the funds face.”

Consolidation in the hedge fund
administration sector is likely to continue but

the sector is also likely to see a continuing
stream of new entrants to the market. David
Aldrich, Managing Director of The Bank of
New York Mellon, says, “For every firm that
has been taken over by a global custodian,
several new boutiques have been created.
One of the attractions for creating new firms
has been the very attractive valuations that
recent takeover targets have achieved,
largely due to the need for the global
custodians to acquire alternatives capability.
That trend has largely played itself out, and
the focus is switching to consolidation of
medium to large firms into single businesses
with greater critical mass. The top end of
the hedge fund service provider market is
dominated by firms with at least USD 200
billion in alternative assets under
administration globally, which may be
considered sufficient to justify the R&D and
technology investment necessary to keep
pace with the speed of innovation of the
“premier league” of hedge fund managers.”

Dillon adds, “There are currently a number
of firms entering the fund administration
market with many being founded by former
executives of firms that were swallowed up
in the consolidation of recent years. Some of
these have made promising starts and are
filling an important gap in the market. This is
a very positive development for the industry
in Ireland and should ensure that service
standards remain high.”

Further consolidation is bound to come as
global players seek to increase their capacity
and capabilities, and the smaller players look
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Until recently, being able to tout impressive
performance was basically all a hedge fund
needed to thrive. No longer is that a ready
formula for success. For one thing, delivering
stellar returns is easier said than done in this
market. Hedge funds also face burgeoning
ranks of direct competitors plus a growing
challenge from a range of traditional and
private equity managers. 

So far most managers appear to be
weathering the current environment, but for
the first time many will have their investment
strategies, management capabilities,
operations and leadership team put to the
test. Given that many corporate pension
plans, foundations and endowments are
continuing to assess their comfort level with
hedge fund investing, many institutional
investors will be scrutinizing their alternative
manager resilience in these tough times.

To help hedge fund managers understand
the competitive requirements of the institutional
landscape, SEI’s Investment Manager Services
division, which provides fund outsourcing
services to alternative investment managers,
partnered with the research firm Infovest21 to
analyse industry trends and survey more than
100 institutional investors. Based on SEI’s
analysis, hedge fund managers can expect
institutional clients to increase pressure on a
range of issues, demanding:
● A strong management team with a full

range of skill sets and reasonable
continuity. From the institutional
perspective, having one or two investment
superstars is no substitute for a well-
staffed organisation, be it an up-and-
coming boutique or a long-established
fund with billions under management.  

● Solid infrastructure incorporating third-party

administration and valuation. In fact, the
institutions in the SEI survey ranked
infrastructure as their number-one criterion
in manager selection, reasoning that “better
managed funds produce better returns”. 

● A verifiable track record for their current
people and products. Many institutional
investors say they would favour a fund with
a well-documented, 3- to 5-year history of
consistently good results over one with a
briefer record of outstanding performance. 

● A transparent investment strategy and
process. More than 85% of institutions
surveyed said they would not invest in a
strategy they did not understand. While
few wanted portfolio transparency at the
position level, more than half said they
seek it at the sector or industry level.  

● Demonstrated adherence to the highest
standards for compliance and business
practices. With a growing whole new body
of regulations and “best practices”
guidelines now emerging from working
groups in the UK, Europe and the US, the
bar is certain to be raised much higher
than in the past around these issues.

The pressures for hedge funds to voluntarily
adopt and help advance industry best
practices can only be expected to intensify
going forward, especially if managers cannot
offer outstanding performance. Right now,
many hedge fund managers are
understandably preoccupied with today’s
economic and market challenges as they
search for new opportunities and novel
variations on formerly winning strategies. But
they must not forget to update their competitive
mindset at the same time. The industry must
recognize that for institutional prospects and
clients, performance is only the beginning. ■

S E I
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to survive. However, this does not spell the
end of smaller boutique fund administrators,
in fact, quite the contrary. Smaller boutique
fund administrators will always be important
in this dynamic industry where funds of all
types and sizes need to be catered to. “The
existence and development of smaller fund
administrators copper-fastens the need for
the broad range of company types in this
sector,” Palmer sums up.

Another trend that is likely to be exercised
more in the near future is that of valuation.
The funds administration sector is now
operating in a new era. As with every other
sector the impact and implications of the
changing economic market conditions are
obvious. While the funds servicing sector
has been buoyant of late, many are also
now paying close attention to the valuation
of funds – one of the main jobs for a fund
administrator. And Dublin, a centre of fund
administration expertise, is likely to lead the
way. Palmer says, “Challenges have arisen
and the valuation activity of a fund has
become much more involved.”

Alternative Investment Management
Association (AIMA) guidelines and
International Organisation of Securities
Commissions (IOSCO) principles represent
efforts to create a valuation standard that all
funds should follow.

The funds servicing industry is very
positively disposed towards the new
standards and welcomes the developments.
However, the industry needs to coalesce
around a set of standards and focus on
delivering against these. 

This is critical in the development of the
hedge funds sector as good and fair valuation

standards are vital to encouraging investors to
invest in a fund. They form an essential part
of the policies and procedures of a hedge
fund looking to attract significant assets in
today’s markets. Clarity over valuations of
assets gives confidence to investors and is
also a requirement for new capital allocations.

In this new financial era, Ireland is well
placed to continue to grow its funds industry.
“Ireland has done a commendable job of
balancing the needs of all the stakeholders in
the industry including investors, managers and
service providers. It has a strong advantage
over a number of competing jurisdictions and
a very healthy level of competition between
service providers,” says Dillon. 

The key lies in avoiding complacency,
attracting intellectual capital and keeping
rising costs at bay. Unlike in 1987 [when the
IFSC was formed], Ireland is now a high cost
environment and needs to upgrade and
accelerate investment in skills, training and
education to support the higher productivity
and value-added activities necessary to
sustain and develop its funds servicing
sector over the next 20 years.

The challenges of retaining talent and
managing service provision in a rising cost
environment can be managed, but require an
unrelenting focus. The IDA, for example, is in
the midst of an ongoing internal debate
about how to take the funds industry to the
next level. Plans to consolidate and
modernise Ireland’s overall financial services
legislative framework are expected to provide
a competitive edge.

In the context of a challenging global
financial services environment, it is important
that players in Ireland’s funds servicing
sector keep their eyes on evolution, rather
than the confusion of the present. It is easy
to get caught up in the turmoil and negative
commentary, rather than looking more
objectively on what may develop out of the
current circumstances. 

Palmer sums up, “There is an equal
measure of optimism and concern [going
forward]. Optimism because the funds
industry still has a wealth of unrealised
potential. Concern because we are operating
in a very competitive global industry in a
changing economic environment and will
have to work very hard to realise this
potential.” ■
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With the wave of global uncertainty refusing
to depart anytime soon, many in the financial
services sector are restructuring and
rethinking their strategies. While many focus
on cutting costs and identifying new capital,
one point that is key presently is the
reliability, commitment to the business and
steadfastness that can be provided by
experienced partners and advisors. 

From a funds’ perspective, it is essential
to note that larger service providers might
have an edge over their smaller
counterparts. Hedge fund administrators face
tough technological challenges as they
compete to provide services in this
demanding sector. As the hedge fund
industry grows more complex, having the
right technology and expertise in place is
critical to a successful servicing relationship.
Furthermore, size, accessibility and backing
from an institution with a long-standing
history of success can be advantageous in
terms of being better equipped to deal with
outside factors in an uncertain time.

Even within the hedge fund investment
sector, we are seeing a lot of consolidation –
with bigger entities buying out small and
boutique funds or with two entities merging
to form a bigger group. By consolidating and
becoming larger, these new groups can
diversify risks and have a solid and bankable
support system. 

In today’s world, the real differentiators are
timeliness, accuracy and consistency. What
is required from those providing fund
services is quality of service, which means
being able to contact and obtain a
comprehensive answer from someone

empowered to change and fix things, as well
as execute these changes in the proper way.

As an example, State Street reinforced its
commitment to the hedge fund business and
focus on institutional investors when it
acquired International Fund Services (IFS) in
2002 and Investors Financial Services Corp.
in 2007 (IFIN). These strategic acquisitions
added to our existing strength internationally,
especially in Ireland. 

Established institutions provide
opportunities to expand our clients’
businesses globally and into high-margin
service opportunities. We can offer wider
access to markets and more value-added
services. In addition, clients can feel an
additional level of comfort knowing their
provider is committed to the business and
will be there no matter what the market
conditions.

In Ireland, State Street is one of the
largest employers in the International
Financial Services Centre (IFSC) in Dublin
with more than 25% of the total IFSC
employee population. As the largest fund
administration organisation in Ireland, State
Street now employs more than 2,000 people
across all of Ireland.

Further consolidation is bound to come as
global players seek to increase their capacity
and capabilities, and the smaller players look
to survive. As hedge fund assets and the
associated transfer of information become
more complex and as the regulatory
environment changes, funds and fund
service providers will need to keep up. We
are, after all, in one of the most dynamic
industries of the new world. ■
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Ireland has established itself as a leading
investment funds servicing jurisdiction. The
funds servicing industry has grown
phenomenally and is now the single largest
employer within Ireland’s international
financial services sector. Many factors have
contributed to this, most importantly,
regulatory and legal norms and skills. The
existence of a highly developed fund
services industry in Ireland is mostly due to
the willingness on the part of the Financial
Regulator, the Irish Stock Exchange and the
Irish Government to work with the industry to

adapt and develop regulation to meet
international promoters’ needs. 

In addition to the stronghold of the
domiciled business – the Ucits products –
Ireland is recognised as one of the leading
administration centres for hedge funds and
funds of hedge funds globally. Its success is
derived from experts and professionals in the
field with an estimated 15,000 now working
across the large number of fund
administration and custody/trustee services
providers, specialist legal, audit, tax and
listing firms, and consulting firms. 

A D M I N I S T R AT I O N
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Dillon Eustace has one of the largest financial
services legal practices in Ireland. The asset
management and investment funds team has
a team of 35 lawyers and advises
international and domestic asset managers,
banks, insurers, pension funds, supranational
organisations, prime brokers and other
counterparties, fund administrators and
custodians, securities lending agents and
others in relation to all aspects of the asset
management and investment funds industries.

Our team represents the largest number
of Irish domiciled funds (Lipper Fitzrovia
2007) as well as funds domiciled in Cayman,
BVI, Jersey and other centres reflecting the
fact that the asset management and
investment funds practice has been, and
remains, one of the firm’s core activities with
partners having been to the forefront of the
Irish industry from its beginnings in the late
1980s to the present day. Current industry
participation includes Committee I,
International Bar Association, AIMA, past and
present membership of the Council of the
Irish Funds Industry Association (IFIA).

Across all product types – from UCITS III
to the full spectrum of alternative products
such as hedge funds, fund of hedge funds
(FoHF), real estate and private equity funds –
the team advises on product design,
authorisation and launch, prospectus and
contractual documentation negotiation,
interaction with regulators and exchanges,
funds listing and tax issues. This brings to
bear in-depth knowledge and expertise,
product innovation and a “can do” attitude,
most recently evidenced with CCFs, new
UCITS III asset classes, the first non-Italian
hedge fund authorised for sale into Italy,
negotiating significant changes to the custody
rules for Irish real estate funds and some
unique hedge fund and FoHF products.  

The derivatives team advises leading
domestic and international banks,

bancassurers, dealers and asset managers
in relation to documenting and structuring
derivatives products, synthetic transactions,
regulatory compliance, set-off opinions, staff
training, improving existing documentation
templates and content and advising on all of
the industry standard master agreements.

Our expertise includes currency, credit,
equity, fund and commodity derivatives,
structured derivative products, collateral
arrangements, netting and set off
arrangements and opinions, advising a wide
range of regulated companies in relation to
their use of derivatives and tax issues
relating to derivatives.

We also have a highly thought of tax
practice which has as one of its primary
focuses on international financial services, in
particular the asset management and
investment funds industry. The tax group
advises on all product types with considerable
experience in advising fund promoters on tax
efficient structures to access double tax
treaties for fund products and for avoiding the
creation of a taxable presence. They are fully
versed in the Irish direct and indirect tax
issues facing service providers who have
established operations in Ireland or wish to. 

In addition the investment funds listing
team advises international and domestic
asset managers and fund promoters on all
aspects of listing Irish and non-Irish
(principally Cayman, BVI, and Bermudan)
funds on the Irish Stock Exchange (ISE).  

Dillon Eustace handles large volumes of
initial listings as well as advises clients on
continuing obligations.   

With relevant input from the firm’s other
practice areas and through its offices in
Dublin, Cork, Boston and Tokyo and
leveraging off its alliance with leading
Luxembourg law firm, Arendt & Medernach,
Dillon Eustace continues to be at the forefront
of the financial services industry in Ireland. ■
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Trends that are set to dominate this year
include a shift in product and service
offerings, as funds accustom themselves to
the credit crunch, along with infrastructural
and technological developments that are fast
seeing a lot of attraction, as speed and
turnaround times gain priority among
managers and their investors. And last but
not least, a trend that has been spreading
over time is that many in the industry are
expanding their administration operations
into the regional cities and towns with many
of the leading players now having significant
operations outside of Dublin.

Ireland’s funds servicing industry is
dynamic, with products and services
constantly being adapted and transformed,
and new ones always on the horizon to
meet the changing needs of promoters and
investors. With the liquidity squeeze since
last year, a lot of change has taken place –
and a lot of change is also due to take
place. Accordingly, the funds servicing
industry is ready to take its dynamism a step
up to a higher level.

The industry, which services over EUR 1

trillion in assets, is recognised internationally
as a centre of innovation in terms of product
development and service levels across all
fund types. New product types are always
on the radar. Ronan Nolan, a partner at
Deloitte Ireland, says there is an increased
focus on private equity and ETFs (exchange
traded funds). Gary Palmer, CEO of the Irish
Funds Industry Association adds, “To
anticipate market demands and to reflect
market developments, the regulatory
environment for investment funds requires
constant consideration. Some of the areas
currently under consideration include
property funds and private equity funds.”

Don McClean, head of fund services in
Ireland for UBS Global Asset Management
believes that QIFs (qualifying investor funds)
continue to be popular for hedge fund
managers. “Also, UCITS (undertakings for
collective investment in transferable
securities) – because of the Ucits III shorting
abilities – could see a major increase in use
from traditional as well as hedge fund
managers,” he adds.

Meanwhile, the recent Department of
Labor advisory opinion in the US may give
some momentum to cross-border pooling.
The ruling has essentially given the all clear
for US pension plans to invest in tax
transparent pooling vehicles. There are signs
now of an increase in investment manager
interest in this area. 

Andrew Dillon, Managing Director at
Baronsmead Insurance Brokers Ireland, says
that a lot of work is being done on
increasing efficiencies in the area of OTC
(over the counter) derivatives and fund of
hedge funds. “These areas are not yet as
well processed (at an industry level) as more
traditional and mainstream instruments,” he
claims.

Palmer is also witnessing a shift between
product types. “For example, stable money
market funds have become very attractive to
investors as their preferences towards
equities and bonds diminish. Notwithstanding
this shift, Ireland has a wide spectrum of
product structures and, accordingly, as
investment preference shifts, it can be
accommodated in Irish fund structures,” he
adds.

Another trend among fund service
providers in Ireland that is gathering
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There is no doubt that the funds industry is
one of the biggest success stories in Ireland
with assets under management in Dublin
having more than doubled to over US$1.63tn
in 2007 over the last three years. And while
the sector is bullish about future growth
opportunities, there are challenges and
issues that need to be overcome in order to
sustain the extraordinary growth we have
already seen.

Deloitte carried out its annual survey of
the fund administration community in Ireland
in 2007, in order to obtain an understanding
of the key business issues facing the
industry. The survey acknowledged that the
funds industry in Ireland had seen a ten-fold
increase since the beginning of the
millennium with hedge funds pegged as the
fastest growing products. One of the notable
aspects of the funds arena was the private
equity fund and the high servicing growth
behind it. This is consistent with a general
trend in recent years towards the servicing
of more complex, higher margin products,
which is a positive development for the
industry in Ireland as a whole as it signals a
move “up the value chain” of asset servicing.

Regionalisation and offshoring are high on
the agenda for fund administrators. Nearly
15% of the industry is now located outside
Dublin and over 40% of the respondents see
this trend (regionalisation) continuing in 2008.

In terms of offshoring, Irish based
administrators, which are continuing to attract
more business particularly in products
requiring high skill levels such as hedge funds
and private equity, are looking to lower cost
centres to provide additional capacity in
routine and high volume activities. An
overwhelming majority (72%) expect this trend

to increase in 2008 and in subsequent years.
With a great geographical location, a

pragmatic regulatory environment and a
great business foundation, more and more
clients are now interested in setting up shop
in Ireland.

However, to sustain this growth, Ireland
must surpass certain challenges that usually
arise from high success. One major concern
is the retention and recruitment of
experienced staff. More than 80% of
respondents stated this as a very significant
issue. This goes on the back of another
survey that indicated that fund industry
attrition levels are running close to 30%. This
is imposing a significant cost on the industry
as well as impacting service levels.

Other issues include costs, managing
growth and the need to make systems
changes. More than 75% of respondents
intend to make significant systems changes
or upgrades over the next 12 months. In
2008, the industry expects significant
improvements to kick in with the majority of
respondents predicting that BPR initiatives
will yield savings of between 6% and 15%.

Last but not least is the issue of risk
management, which has taken on a whole
new meaning since the start of the credit
crunch last year. Fund administrators are
showing an increased focus on risk
management, and this was identified as the
number one issue being focused on in due
diligence checks.

To sum it up, the fund administration
sector in Ireland still stands strong. By
combating the above-mentioned issues and
with a continuation of positive sentiment with
regard to future prospects, Ireland is poised
to sustain this growth. ■
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momentum is the expansion and setting up
of offices outside of Dublin. The main reason
for this is the increasing cost structures,
especially in real estate, linked to the capital.
Many multinational and industry companies
have established operations throughout
Ireland and are now located in centres
outside of Dublin – in Wexford, Waterford,
Kilkenny, Cork, Limerick, Galway, Kildare,
Meath and Louth. More companies are
planning to expand their operations outside
of the capital.

David Aldrich, Managing Director of The
Bank of New York Mellon, explains, “Ireland
continues to face two important challenges,
capacity and cost. As the hedge fund
servicing industry grows apace there are
clear capacity constraints in Dublin for
experienced alternative fund accountants.
Firms such as The Bank of New York Mellon
have responded to this by creating full
service satellite offices in Cork and
elsewhere around the Republic. This has
helped create capacity but has not
addressed the cost challenge, which has
been exacerbated by the rise of the Euro,
since most funds serviced are dollar
denominated and revenues are dollar linked.”

John Alshefski, senior vice president at
SEI, says that companies in the IFSC have
for some time been actively looking at
options elsewhere in Ireland to set up
satellite offices, and many have already
taken this step.

In terms of addressing the cost issue,
help may be at hand in Northern Ireland,
with recent regulatory developments
favouring an all-Ireland approach to fund
servicing. A recent agreement was struck
between regulators north and south of the
border whereby satellite offices established
in Northern Ireland could continue to be
regulated by the Irish Financial Regulator. 

Aldrich adds, “The province has an
advantage in being GBP-based, since sterling
has been historically less volatile against the
dollar than the Euro.”

The recent US-NI Investment Conference
held in Belfast was actively supported by
both the Irish and UK governments, with the
Taoiseach and Prime Minister attending, one
of the primary goals being the development
of a securities servicing industry in the
North, in partnership with the established

market in the Republic. “If this latest initiative
leads to the fund administration industry
being able to tap into the supply of talent in
the North as effectively as it has in the
Republic, then this may bode well for a
continued expansion of the activity in the
south to the benefit of the whole of the
island of Ireland,” Aldrich says.

Alshefski believes that the factors that
make Northern Ireland so attractive mirror
the factors that led to Dublin’s success. “The
highly-educated and eager workforce,
coupled with a lower cost environment, will
certainly lead outsourcers to consider
Northern Ireland as a prime location when
expanding,” he adds.

Turnover times
A major initiative in Ireland was that in
February 2007, the Financial Regulator
stopped carrying out its pre-authorisation
reviews of QIF structures and revamped it
into having a new QIF structure authorised
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As the world of alternative investment grows,
service providers to hedge funds need to
adapt and restructure their offerings to
sustain growth and keep clients happy.
Administrators and prime brokers face tough
technological and infrastructural challenges
as they compete to provide services to the
dynamic breed of hedge funds. 

Prime brokers and custodians are in
essentially different businesses. The primes
will make their money from transactional
activity and financing; the custodians are
primarily outsource service providers of
safekeeping, cash management and
administrative services. Now the line
between these two is becoming blurred. The
apparent convergence between the two
worlds occurs because of the expansion of
additional value-added products by both
groups. However the custody and trust
banks generally do not have the risk appetite
of the broker dealers and are fundamentally
averse to the leveraged financing that is the
specialty of the prime brokers. 

And everyone seems to be getting into the
act. The credit crunch has given a strong
push to financing counterparties that are
owned by commercial banks. This is at the
expense of pure broker/dealer firms, for
reasons of balance sheet strength.
Examples of the winners from this first
phase effect include Citi, UBS, Credit Suisse
and Barclays, amongst others. A second
phase of the credit crunch occurred when
Bear Stearns nearly collapsed and was taken
over by JPMorgan Chase. This phase is
characterised by a move of unencumbered
assets, both cash and securities, away from
prime brokers of all types and into pure
custody accounts at banks such as The
Bank of New York Mellon.  This multi-billion
dollar “reverse enquiry” activity, whereby
assets are moving at the insistence of the
hedge funds and not at the suggestion of
the custodians, appears to be designed to
ensure that these assets are free from the
“de facto” restraints of a prime brokerage

agreement and “de jure” solely under the
direction and control of the investment
manager.

The fact is that everyone wants to
establish long term relationships with their
clients, and providing additional “sticky”
services is one of the ways that firms will try
to do this.  The Bank of New York Mellon
offers a range of a la carte services, under
the marketing term “banking plus admin,”
which collectively deliver to alternative fund
managers a relationship closer to a marriage
than a date. Managers want stable
relationships with providers who are
investing in their businesses through the
provision of class leading services.

While there can never be a truly one stop
shop model for hedge funds, as the range
and nature of their requirements are so varied
and broad, what does work is the provision of
multiple services by a single organisation,
essentially a bespoke mix of solutions to
meet the managers’ needs for their funds. 

Meanwhile, scale is becoming an
increasingly important consideration.  We
have just completed a multi-million dollar
investment in transfer agency services to
meet the particular needs of one of our
biggest European clients.  We intend to
deliver these services to other interested and
sophisticated hedge funds, but we made the
investment commitment initially based on just
one manager’s needs. This option is only
really available to a few of the leading asset
servicing organisations globally, and The
Bank of New York Mellon is well placed to do
this with over USD 200 billion in assets under
administration in alternatives alone and a
total of over USD 22 trillion under custody
and administration across all assets types.

With the ongoing uncertainty, service
providers need to be smart to tackle the
challenges of increasingly complex security
types and an ever-changing regulatory
environment. Major international asset
servicing organisations like The Bank of New
York Mellon are primed to lead the way. ■
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on a filing-only basis within one business
day. Since this groundbreaking change in
approach, dialogue has continued with the
Financial Regulator and the funds industry to
further improve the QIF product from the
perspective of fund managers and investors. 

Now, another move is underway which
will help the funds industry to cope with
higher capacity and, at the same time, save
time. The SWIFT initiative is poised to
change the landscape for funds of funds.
SWIFT allows standardisation and
automation of many business flows including
account openings and maintenance, orders,
transfers, reporting on price and cash flow.

Don McClean at UBS explains, “The
industry has been dogged by manual
processes since inception – unique
identifiers coupled with a standard
messaging platform will reduce costs, reduce
risk of error, enhance trading and settlement
efficiency and may force greater activity and
liquidity in target funds as the industry is
able to cope with larger volumes in a greatly
reduced timeframe.”

Another trend is the industry’s increased
focus on best practices, which is being
driven by more institutional asset allocations,
the recent credit crisis and increased
regulatory scrutiny. The UK Hedge Funds
Standards Boards touched upon five general

areas that funds should focus on, which
include disclosure, risk management,
valuation, shareholder conduct and fund
governance. 

“SEI is providing the infrastructure,
technology, and expertise to help our clients
strengthen their operating environment. For
example, we’ve established controls,
automation and workflow processes to
mitigate risk. Our clients also appreciate the
annual SAS 70 audits we undergo, as it
serves as another way for them to facilitate
their compliance needs and increase their
transparency into our operations,” Alshefski
says.

As the financial market place becomes
ever more complex, the regulatory regime
which exists in Ireland for the creation of
investment fund structures is responding
accordingly.

The regulatory perspective is seen as very
positive, in that the Financial Regulator
clearly recognises the imperative to combine
a reputation for first class regulation with
competitiveness and responsiveness to
innovation. The recent encouragement for
activity in Northern Ireland as well as
regional locations in the Republic is a good
example of this. 

In general the funds industry believes that
Ireland, from a regulatory point of view, is in
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good shape. “The regulator encourages
successful business activity in a strictly
regulated environment – it’s an attractive
environment for both investors and service
providers,” says McClean.

Institutions are continuing to invest in
alternative investment funds, albeit more
cautiously, given market conditions. In such
a situation, firms with experience, financial
capabilities and critical mass stand out. SEI’s
Alshefski says that they are increasingly
concerned about risk in all forms - headline
risk, performance risk, regulatory risk, etc.
“We are also seeing institutions influencing
more outsourcing decisions and conducting
more thorough due diligence on
administrators. In our experience, institutions
are looking for an administrator that has
name recognition and is a strong, stable and
financially healthy company,” he says.

Consolidation is expected to continue to
occur this year, mainly because it’s
becoming more difficult for smaller providers
to provide the level of technology and
services that hedge funds are increasingly
demanding. “Considering we’ve grown to our
current size organically – over USD 115 billion
in alternative assets under administration
and more than USD 400 billion worldwide –
we know the level of investment in
technology and resources it takes to reach
critical scale. As institutions demand more
from their hedge funds, such as enhanced
reporting, greater transparency and
customised solutions, that means
outsourcers are also facing pressure to
enhance their capabilities, which is often
more difficult for smaller providers with
limited resources,” Alshefski adds. 

However, due to the vast spectrum of
products and services in demand, smaller,
boutique fund administrators will also play an
important role.

The global economy has had, and will
have, a direct impact on the funds industry.
New providers continue to enter the Irish
market and this is balanced by
consolidation in the industry. New
jurisdictions are moving into the alternative
investment space and these jurisdictions
are carving their own niche. McClean says
that the outlook for Ireland is continued
growth. “As always, the alternative
investment industry continues to invent new

products and new investment types, and
push the boundaries. Ireland’s success will
be determined by continuing to meet these
ever increasing demands,” he adds.

Ireland clearly continues to be a very
attractive funds servicing location and, given
recent developments to tap into the Northern
Ireland market, will remain a cornerstone
within the investment funds industry.
Alshefski believes that, given Ireland’s
success in the funds industry, it has been a
tighter market when it comes to finding
employees to support rapid growth. However,
he remains upbeat about this situation and
notes: “The amount of foreign nationals
working in Dublin has increased and, with
their high level of education and strong work
ethic, this is a positive development for the
industry.” 

Deloitte’s Ronan Nolan emphasises that
avoiding any hint of complacency has to be
a key requirement [in the development of the
funds servicing industry]. “The challenges of
retaining talent and managing service
provision in a rising cost environment can be
managed, but requires unrelenting focus,” he
says. ■
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